We present a mesh-structure data administration technique for the bookkeeping of adaptive mesh refinement, in particular h-refinement, of rectangular parallelepiped meshes.
Introduction
Time and again adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) and in particular h-refinement techniques have been employed to improve the accuracy and stability of numerical methods and to alleviate their computational burden. Typically, these techniques are applied in problems arising in fields such as engineering, astrophysics, and fluid dynamics, where they have become a vital step of the overall numerical investigation, see e.g. [10, 8, 4, 45, 43, 32] . In mathematical biology however, they have been thus far scarcely applied, see e.g. [27, 17, 13] .
In this perspective, one of the aims of our work is to apply AMR techniques in the particular class of models that describe the first stage in cancer metastasis and one of the hallmarks of cancer : the invasion of the extracellular matrix (ECM) by the cancer cells. These models are typically large advection-reaction-diffusion (ARD) systems of Keller-Segel spirit where the involved quantities are represented by their macroscopic densities. The dynamics of their solutions are quite rich and their numerical treatment is challenging.
A preliminary 1D application of a Finite Volume (FV) AMR, in particular h-refinement, technique in such a system can be found in our previous work [27] . There, we noticed a significant improvement in the accuracy and efficiency of our numerical methods by the AMR, depending, primarily, on the refinement/coarsening criterion employed.
For 2D (or higher) cases though, a series of additional numerical difficulties arise. For example, the nature of the models in hand lead to the use of FV methods over discretization meshes with rectangle cells, which when combined with h-refinement techniques lead to hanging nodes in the meshes. This complicates significantly the computation of the advection and, most notably, of the diffusion components of the system. In the literature, 2D convection-diffusion problems have been resolved by AMR techniques augmenting other than FV methods, see e.g. [30] and the references therein.
Many technical issues arise as well. Some are more typical: traversing the connectivity graph between daughter, mother, and ancestor cells, as well as the identification of sibling and neighbor cells needed for the computation of the numerical fluxes and for the refinement/coarsening procedures. Other difficulties are less common; they arise from particularities of the model and pose additional conditions on the structure and the handling of the mesh. To mention but a few: the fast dynamics of the solutions and the diffusion manifest themselves in the "smoothness" of the mesh; the large number of system components and the richness of phenomena to be resolved, call for different (sometimes multiple) refinement and coarsening thresholds; the possibility of a blow-up, inherent in this type of systems, requires a highest level of refinement that is adaptively redefined.
To address the above numerical and technical issues, we need to develop our own mesh administration and AMR techniques. There are several reasons for that: first, we need simplicity, flexibility, and portability of our algorithms. Secondly, since it is (to our knowledge) for the first time that AMR /h-refinement, techniques are applied in 2D cancer invasion models, we aim for a complete control of all the components of the numerical problem. This includes different stages of implementation: the numerical methods for the solution of the PDE systems, the AMR techniques for the refinement/coarsening process, and the bookkeeping algorithms for the handling of the data of the mesh.
The overall effort is quite extensive; in previous works we have addressed the modelling of the biological processes, the development of the numerical methods to solve the corresponding models, and the 1D AMR h-refinement techniques, [24, 37, 27] . In the current paper we focus primarily on the development of the mesh data administration/handling technique, and secondarily on the presentation of a first application of an h-refinement technique to a 2D cancer invasion system.
The h-refinement technique we use in the current paper, makes use of cell bisection in 2, 4, or 8 equivalent rectangle cells in 1-, 2-, or 3D, respectively. This is approach has been widely used in the application of AMR to hyperbolic Conservation Laws [9, 42, 33] . Numerical h-refinement methods in these applications can be conducted on nested uniform grids of different refinement level as it is done in [10] . Unlike this approach we consider nonuniform grids which are more flexible and widely used in different applications, see e.g. [32, 12] .
Regarding the structure of the mesh data and their bookkeeping, there are several requirements that should be fulfilled by a modern technique, see e.g. [18] . We mention here but a few: a) generality with respect to the dimensions of the problems and the shape of the domain, b) efficiency in the access times of the information and during and after the reconstruction of the mesh, c) memory costs that are at least affordable if not minimal, d) simplicity in the implementation, and e) extensibility to parallelizations.
The most common practice is the use of pointer-based mesh data structure implementations. In this approach, the basic objects considered -e.g. vertices-are explicitly represented by their physical coordinates. Then, the edges/faces/cells are defined by reference to the vertices using a cascade of pointers/handles. In the particular case of a triangulation, references to the three vertices as well as the three neighboring triangles of each triangle are stored. This is an intuitive and relatively easy to implement and to use technique, but it has a significant memory footprint, and poses additional computational burden at every step of the method; when a cell is refined the references pointing to this cell as well as the cells it points to, need to be adjusted accordingly -a process that is not trivial especially in 3D volumes. For further information on the implementation and the applications of this technique, we refer to [26, 11, 5, 14, 6, 28, 18, 1] and the references therein.
Alternative approaches have been devised with main aim to increase the efficiency of the methods, see e.g. the half-edge and the half-facet array-based mesh data structure implementations. These techniques have been used primarily for the computer graphics representation of surface objects in 3D, see e.g [19, 36, 18] .
The approach we propose in the current paper is problem-specific and focuses on conformal rectangular meshes in 1-, 2-and 3D. Unlike the pointer-based method, we store the full data structure of the discretization tree mesh in the form of a matrix and refer to different discretization cells by the corresponding lines of the matrix. Every cell points to its daughter cells and reversely, each cell points to its mother cell. Most notably though, we exploit the rectangular nature of the mesh, and store the refinement level and an intra-level identifier of each cell instead of the physical coordinates of its vertices.
In some more detail, for given minimum and maximum refinement levels, we pre-compute a matrix in which we store, for each cell of the discretization tree, information on its mother and daughter cells. This together with a grid regularity that we introduce, allows for effortless and efficient refinement/coarsening as well as neighbor identification processes. The memory footprint is reasonable when using a large cascade of refinement levels in 2-and 3D experiments, without the use of any special memory compression techniques.
Overall the mesh data structure is easy to understand, implement, and to use, and it can handle mesh resolutions that are more than adequate for a wide range of academic investigations in 1-, 2-and 3D, and can be adapted to a large class of problems. We exhibit this flexibility by presenting three different applications/experiments while giving particular focus to the cancer invasion problem.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
In Section 2 we present the mesh administration technique and its integration with the discretization domain. We address basic operations, such as the refinement/coarsening and the identification of neighbors and siblings, and discuss the memory and computational costs. In Section 3 we present three numerical experiments: a generic one exhibiting the properties of the mesh administration technique, as well as applications in a Euler system and a cancer invasion model. We discuss the basic ingredients of the numerical methods and the AMR technique we use.
2 Mesh data structure and handling A significant burden in the development of AMR techniques is the administration of the meshes, in particular when dealing with time dependent 2-or 3D problems. We present in this section a particularly easy procedure for the representation, storing, handling, and in general for the bookkeeping of dyadic rectangular meshes in a unified way for 1-, 2-, or even 3D domains.
Main characteristic of the proposed mesh administration technique is that we encode the information of the dyadic tree inside an easy-to-use matrix. We do it in such a way that we access with ease the mother, daughters, and most notably the siblings and neighboring cells of any given cell. In effect we simplify greatly the refinement and, most importantly, the coarsening steps of the mesh. This part of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2.1 we present the main notations and definitions we use. In Section 2.2 we describe the way we stores the information of the computational cells and the dyadic meshes, and comment on the memory usage. In Section 2.3 we present the operations needed to identify the sibling and neighbor cells, and on Section 2.4 we elaborate on the refinement and coarsening procedures.
Basic definitions and notations
The proposed technique can be employed on general hyperrectangles in 1-, 2-, 3-or even higher dimensional domains. For the sake of simplicity though we will restrict the presentation to Ω = [0, 1]
We denote by G d l , l ∈ N the uniform mesh of cardinality
that resolves the domain Ω. Here, l is termed refinement level of G 
where e i , i = 1, 2 represents the versor of the corresponding axis.
. Equivalently, the cell C is called the mother cell ofC. Daughter cells of the same mother cell are called siblings. Geometrically, daughter cells can also be obtained by bisections of the cells.
Note that the center of a mother cell resides on the boundary of (all) its daughter cells; the boundary of a mother cell is shared as boundary between it's daughter cells.
l , equivalent to saying that C is an ancestor ofC, if there is a cascade of cells in mother-daughter relation between C and C.
Two cells that share a (part of their) boundary of codimension 1 are called neighbors. In the 2D case, this definition excludes cells that share a single point in their boundary. The common boundary between two neighbor cells is their interface.
For the rest of this work, we consider meshes that are subsets of
In particular, we set forth the following definition:
Regular Structured Mesh (RSM) of minimum and maximum refinement levels l min < l max ∈ N, and of mesh regularity m r ∈ N if:
and if
2. For all neighbor cells C 1 , C 2 ∈ G, the grid regularity condition holds:
We can now introduce the basic operations of refinement and coarsening: for G ⊂ Table 1 : Showing all the cells in uniform dyadic grids that discretize [0, 1] with level of refinement 0 through l max . The level of refinement and the intra-level index k suffices for their complete characterization.
-Refinement to be the process of replacing C in G by all of its children from the level L(C) + 1.
-Coarsening to be the process of replacing C and all of its siblings in G by their mother cell from the level L(C) − 1.
Since we want the mesh G to keep its RSM properties after the refinement and coarsening, both operations are subject to additional constraints, i.e. the resulting cells have to be of refinement level l such that l min ≤ l ≤ l max , and the resulting grid should respect the grid regularity condition (4). See Section 2.4, for a thorough description of the refinementcoarsening procedure we propose.
Cell representation for nonuniform meshes
The main component of this paper is the mesh administration and book-keeping technique that we propose for storing and handling the tree structure in the case of h-refinement. It has the benefit of being a unified approach over one-, two-, and three-dimensional domains, although the three-dimensional case will not be presented here.
In what follows we present the technique in its constituent components: representation of cells and meshes, how basic operations like refinement and coarsening or accessing siblings or neighbors are performed.
For ease of the presentation, we start with the 1D case.
Cell representation in 1D
We consider all the cells C ∈ lmax l=l min G 1 l and identify their centers, relative psitions, and sizes with respect to the levels of refinement in the Table 1 .
We note at first that every cell C can be uniquely defined by its level of refinement L(C) and its center M(C) (shown in the next Paragraph). The center M(C) in turn can be uniquely characterized by the level of refinement L(C) and an intra-level index k enumerating the cells in the current level, see also Table (1). Hence, the full sequence of dyadic discretization grids lmax l=l min G l can be described by the matrix Every cell included in the matrix C can be characterized uniquely by its refinement level and intra-level index (l, k), or by the corresponding line of the matrix.
Accordingly, the example presented in Table 1 can be written in a (transpose) matrix formulation as: 
where the vertical lines separate cells of different refinement levels, and where the empty component of the first column implies that the corresponding first cell does not posses a mother cell within
Similarly, the empty components in the third and fourth row imply that the corresponding cells do not posses any daughter cells in
Well defined. The centers of cells of different levels do not coincide since, otherwise that would mean, for two cells with the levels of refinement l 1 < l 2 and intra cell indices k 1 , k 2 that:
Since the size of every cell of level l is 1 2 l , cells of different levels will not intersect, unless the one is descendant of the other.
Size of C and memory usage in 1D. The refinement level l is bounded from above by l max and hence the size of the matrix C is finite. In particular, assuming a cascade of discretization meshes starting with a coarse mesh G Grid representation. Based on the above formulation, the computational grid can be represented by the (finite) sequence of the line numbers of C corresponding to the cells of the grid.
Consider, for example, the following 1D grid given by the centers M(C) of the cells and their sizes |C|:
The size of each cell of the level l is 2 −l , its center is given through the intra-level index k as 2k−1 2 l+1 . The corresponding C matrix is given by (6) . The lines of the matrix C that correspond to the grid (7), and in effect the representation of the grid that we propose, is G C = {2, 12, 13, 6}.
From an implementation point of view, the vector (8) is used to communicate the grids between different parts of the code.
For refinement of the cell
∈ M x the cell 2 ∈ M C needs to be replaced by its daughter cell lines of C and the grid M C would then become
Cell representation in 2D
In the dimension two we need to include two additional columns to account for all the children of each cell, i.e.
where the intra-level index k describes the cells of the same level in a lexicographic order first with respect to the x-and then to the y-coordinate of the center of the cell.
SE are the lines of C corresponding to the four daughters located northwest (NW), northeast (NE), southwest (SW), and southeast (SE) to the center of the current cell. As in the dimension one, k, l, m denote the intra-level index of the cell, its refinement level, and the line of its mother cell. Once again each cell can be uniquely identified by its refinement level l and its intra-level index k.
Size of C and memory usage in 2D. It is more instructive to describe the memory needed for storing the matrix C, via an example that covers a wide class of numerical experiments. The general case follows in a similar way.
We assume hence, a cascade of grids G Such a memory consumption is not a strong constraint, especially since it refers to a very high 2D resolution. Despite that, we can significantly reduce the memory usage after noting that the cells in the coarser level l min do not have any mother cells, and the cells in the finest level l max any daughter cells. This means that the matrix C will need 4194560 less inputs, and the actual memory used reduces to ≈ 22 MB.
An even further reduction of the memory consumption can be achieved by removing the k-and l-column out of the matrix C. The cell level and the intra-level index can be easily recomputed on the fly as follows: if i is the matrix line corresponding to a cell, its level is given by the smallest integer l ≥ l min such that
is positive. Then, the intra-level index is also given by k. In the example above the memory needed reduces to ≈ 11 MB this way.
In the same manner we note that the memory required for a 3D case that spans from a coarse mesh 16 × 16 × 16 to a fine mesh 256 × 256 × 256 will be ≈ 292 MB, which can also be reduced by computing the k-and l-columns on the fly to ≈ 146MB, i.e. an average of 16 or 8 bytes per discretization cell respectively.
Additional reduction in memory usage can be achieved with elaborate compression techniques, see e.g. [11] , but they fall beyond the scope of the current paper. It is clear though that the above mentioned memory costs for the corresponding (and even for higher) 2-and 3D resolutions are affordable.
For the sake though of presentation, we continue with the matrix C, with its full complement in columns and inputs for all the refinement levels.
Siblings and neighbors
From the information stored in the matrix C, the mother and the daughter of every cell are directly accessible. In practical situations though, further information is needed. In particular, the identification of the siblings or the neighbors of a cell is important in e.g. the coarsening procedure or the computation of the numerical fluxes.
In the following paragraphs we describe these operations, based on the information stored in the matrix C.
Siblings
Let a cell C being represented in the line i of the matrix C. Then, its mother cell can be found in the line m = C(i, 3), and its siblings in the lines C(m, 4) through C(m, 5) in 1D, and C(m, 4) through C(m, 7) in 2D.
To identify the relative position, of a cell among its siblings we use the ordering with respect to the (intra-level) index k. In 2D in particular, a cell is a south-(S), north-(N), west-(W), or east-(E) sibling according to the rules:
W-cell, for k odd E-cell, for k even , and N-cell, for
Neighbors
To identify the neighbors of a cell in an efficient manner, we employ the regularity of the mesh. For a RSM G of smoothness m r , and a cell C ∈ G of level L(C) = l and intra-level index k we identify its neighbors by distinguishing the following cases:
Neighbors of the same level. The neighbors of C on the uniform mesh G d l can be found easily using the intra-level index k. Neighbors to the left and right in dimension one, and to the W-and E-in dimension two, have respectively indexes k ∓ 1, while neighbors to the S-and N-in dimension two have indexes k ∓ 2 l−1 . Thus they are represented in the corresponding ∓1 and ∓2 l−1 lines of the matrix C relative to the cell C.
The same level neighbors however are not necessarily cells of the grid G. Nevertheless the identification of these 2 cells in 1D, or 4 cells in 2D is crucial in the neighbor finding process.
Neighbors of lower levels. If N is a same level neighbor of C, but not part of the actual grid, i.e. N / ∈ G, then an ancestor A of N could be included in the current mesh G. If there is such an ancestor A ∈ G, then A is also a neighbor of C due to the grid structure. In order to find all possible neighbors, we check m r generations of ancestors if they are included in the current grid. These ancestors can be identified by iteratively using the mother-cell entry m of the matrix C and jumping to the corresponding line.
This means that at most 2m r in 1D and 4m r in 2D need to be examined if they are included in G.
Neighbors of higher levels. As before, let N be a same-level neighbor of the cell C. If neither N nor any of its ancestors is included in G, we look for neighbors of C among the descendants of N. Once again, m r generations have to be screened.
In the algorithm we propose, we exploit the relative position of N, e.g. assume that N is an E-neighbor of C in 2D and proceed as follows:
starting with a queue containing only N and move through the queue by checking each entry for being included or not in G. If it is included, we have found a neighbor, otherwise we add the NE-and SE-daughter of the entry to the cue for the next iteration step.
This way all neighbors of C, among the descendants of N, can be found in at most m r + 1 iteration steps.
For an efficient computation of all the neighbors of a cell C ∈ G, we propose to compute all same level neighbors first, and afterwards check the same level neighbors themselves, then their ancestors, and last their descendants for being included in the grid G.
Refinement/Coarsening
If the mesh is used for numerical computations of PDE solutions, we employ monitor functions which assign values to the cells and mark them for refinement and coarsening. Typically, the marking is decided by two threshold values θ coars < θ refin ; cells where the monitor function is below θ coars are marked for coarsening, whereas the cells where the monitor function is above θ refin are marked for refinement. In what follows, we assume that after evaluation of the mesh by the monitor/estimator function, we have identified the subsets M r , M c ⊂ G that include cells which are marked for refinement and coarsening, respectively.
Strong refinement and weak coarsening. Note that the meshes G ref(Mr) , G coars(Mc)
might not satisfy the grid regularity condition (4). Hence M r , M c have to be altered according to the structure of G. Due to the high priority of refinement and the lower priority of coarsening in practical applications, we aim for strong refinement and weak coarsening. That is, we possibly refine more cells than the ones marked initially for refinement, i.e. G ref(M R ) for M R ⊇ M r , and coarsen less cells than the ones marked initially for coarsening, i.e. G coars(M C ) for M C ⊆ M c .
For each cell C m we denote the dependency sets by
Given these definitions we conduct strong refinement and weak coarsening using
Algorithm. We conduct both, strong refinement and weak coarsening by starting with M R ← M r , M C ← M c and iterating through M R , and M C from the highest to the lowest level of the cells. If a cell C r ∈ M R in the refinement process has a neighbor N with L(C r ) − L(N) = m r , we mark the neighbor for refinement, i.e. we add N to the refinement set M R . If a cell C c ∈ M C in the coarsening process has a neighbor N with L(N) − L(C c ) = m r , and N / ∈ M R , we remove C c from the coarsening set M C .
In numerical computations we perform a mesh update of a grid G as follows: we first compute the monitor function and mark cells for refinement and coarsening, thus we deduce the sets M r andM c using threshold values as described above. Then we first conduct strong refinement. Since the refined grid might not include all the cells that were initially marked for coarsening, i.e. possiblyM c G ref(M R ) we conduct the weak coarsening process using the updated set
Data handling and projection in Finite Volumes
In practice a RSM is used to handle piecewise defined functions. Let us consider a measurable function u : (0, 1) d → R and its FV representation on a RSM G:
where
If we assume the representation of the grid in a vector G = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C N } such a solution can be simply stored in a corresponding vector
Projection to lower levels. We consider a RSM G low which has been derived by a series of subsequent coarsening operations on G. For each C l ∈ G low we define the set L G (C l ) to be the set that includes either C l if C l ∈ G or otherwise all descendants of C l that are included in G. All elements in L G (C l ) can be easily identified using the matrix C. We employ the formula
to define the projected function u G low . Note that this function satisfies (11) for all C ∈ G low , hence no accuracy is lost.
We apply this projection after the weak coarsening procedure to update the FV solution. Further, it can be used to compute the difference (e.g. in the discrete L 1 norm) of two functions on different RSMs. In this case the function on the finer grid is first projected to the coarser grid before the difference is computed.
Projection to upper levels. This projection is needed for a FV solution update after a strong refinement procedure. Let us consider a RSM G up which has been derived by a series of subsequent refinement operations on G. For each cell C u ∈ G up we define by U(C u ) either C u itself if C u ∈ G or otherwise the ancestor of C u which is included in G. Once again, U(C u ) can be easily identified using C. A simple projection for the definition of u G up would be the choice
Higher order projections which we do not consider in this work make use of reconstruction that take into account also the neighbor cells of U(C u ) such as minmod, (W)ENO, or others [23, 38, 29] . 
Numerical experiments
We present three numerical application of the mesh administration technique and the AMR method: The first is a generic experiment without physical or biological interpretation. We exhibit the properties of the mesh administration and the AMR techniques using predefined monitor functions to drive the grid reconstruction. The second experiment is a typical Euler system, a 2D explosion, where we exhibit that our methods can efficiently capture the regions of the phenomenon with the most importance. The third experiment is a biological application; a 2D cancer invasion model that exhibits highly dynamic and complex solutions.
Generic experiment
In a first test, we consider a 2D RSM with l min = 5 and l max = 7 and mesh regularity m r = 1. We start on an uniform mesh on the lowest level, G = G ).
Using the small time step ∆t = 0.005 and starting by t = 0, we proceed in time and perform the strong refinement every time step with threshold θ ref = 0.8 until t = 0.8 is reached.
The resulting grids at t = 0.4 and at the final time are shown in Figure 1 . The movement of the Gaussian has left a trace on the grid. On the diagonal of the domain where the Gaussian has moved, the cells have been refined to the maximal level 7. Cells of level 6 are only visible on the transition to the coarser grid and are a result of the mesh regularity.
Eventually we coarsen the mesh again 2 times using θ coars = 0.8 without evolving the monitor function further in time. Figure 1 exhibits the mesh after performing each weak coarsening procedure. We can see, that the trace of the movement is completely coarsened after performing the second coarsening.
In a second test we consider another 2D RSM with l min = 3 and l max = 7 and mesh regularity m r = 1. We start once again on an uniform mesh on the lowest level, G = G and consider the time dependent monitor functions M 2 (t) = exp(−100 x − 0.9(cos(0.5 πt/), sin(0.5 πt))
M 3 (t) = exp(−100 x − 0.9(cos(π(1 − 0.5 t)), sin(π(1 − 0.5 t)))
Starting by t = 0 and using the small time step ∆t = 0.005, we evolve in time and perform the strong refinement and a subsequent weak coarsening at every time step. In the case of monitor function M 2 , and θ ref = θ coars = 0.8, we can see in Figure 2 that the circular movement of the Gaussian is not memorized by the mesh as in the first test. We can observe a symmetric stepwise decrease of the cell levels when moving away from the center of the Gaussian which is refined to the maximal level. Figure 3 exhibits that in the case of monitor M 3 and distinct thresholds θ ref = 0.8, θ coars = 0.3 a certain memory effect of the mesh structure can be observed in the form of "tails" following two traveling Gaussians. The appearance of the tails in this experiment is due to the relative choice of the refinement and coarsening thresholds (cf. Figure 2) . Depending on the problem under discussion the appearance of a tail in the refinement might be beneficial for the numerical investigations.
In Figure 4 we choose as a monitor function a ring of increasing diameter M 4 given in (17) 
Euler system
Furthermore, we consider an application in a FV method solving the Euler System,
where ρ, u, E represent the density, velocity, and energy per unit volume. We equip the system with transmissive boundary conditions [21] , as well as with flux functions and pressure given by
where we assume the specific heat ratio γ = 1.4.
To write down the FV formulation we enumerate the cells of the RSM we use by G n = {C n i , i = 1, . . . , N n }. Note that the mesh G as well as the number of included cells N n is not a fixed integer and changes throughout the computation due to the mesh adaptation we employ. Further, we denote the set of neighbors of a cell C in G by S(C). Given a discretization of the time interval, t 0 = 0, t n < t n+1 = t n + ∆t n , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , we consider cell averagesŨ
for which we can write down the exact evolution:
By employing approximate averages, U n i ≈Ũ n i , and a numerical flux function H, (21) transitions into the numerical scheme
In effect a numerical time update requires the identification of neighbors as well as one evaluation of the numerical flux function for each pair of neighbors. The RSM that we use further allows for a simple calculation of the relation between cell size and interface with the neighbor by
As numerical flux function,
we use a simple vector-splitting flux for the Euler system (see [39] ).
We consider an explosion experiment (cf. [44] ) with initial condition
T otherwise using time steps according to a CFL number of 0.5 [16] and a RSM with l min = 7, l max = 9. Starting on the coarsest grid G = G 2 7 , we perform strong refinement and subsequent weak coarsening after each time step in the scheme (27) . Therefore we consider the density gradient monitor (cf. also [20] ) defined on each cell by
and threshold values θ ref = θ coars = 0.4. Moreover, we apply the projections (12), (13) in our simulation.
In Figure 5 we show the results of the simulation. We observe the formation of a circular shock wave traveling with an outward direction, followed by a contact discontinuity that moves also in an outward direction, and by a rarefaction wave that moves inwards. We see that all three waves are properly resolved by the mesh, and most notably the contact discontinuity, despite the lower order of accuracy of the numerical scheme that we have adopted. Note also that the transition areas between the waves are resolved by the highest level of refinement.
Cancer invasion system
The overall phenomenon of cancer metastasis starts from the invasion of the extracellular matrix (ECM), by the cancer cells. Then, it evolves as follows: the cancer cells proliferate and migrate until they find neighboring blood vessels. Then, they intravasate and travel with the blood flow. At a secondary location of the organism they extravasate and engender new tumours. For that reason, the invasion of the ECM is considered to be one of the "hallmarks of cancer " [22] . The model we address in this work is a 2D, macroscopic, deterministic, ARD system that features the densities of the cancer cells c as the primer unknown variable, the density v of the collagen on which cancer cells adhere and move as the main component of the extracellular matrix (ECM), and the density of a generic enzyme m of the matrix metalopreteinases (MMPs) family that is secreted by the cancer cells and is responsible for the degradation of the ECM.
There is a wide variety of models to employ, e.g. [15, 7, 37, 24, 3, 31, 41, 40, 25] ; we choose though to work with one of the first that was proposed in the literature, i.e. [2] due primarily to its simplicity.
where we have assumed homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, and flux function and source term given by
One of the reasons for choosing to work with this system is the different motility properties that each component exhibits. The cancer cells c move using their motility apparatus on the ECM v in a particular manner: they exhibit a preferred direction towards higher densities of the ECM v (haptotaxis part of the model), but still a part of their motion is random and is understood as cellular diffusion. The ECM v does not move or otherwise translocate. The MMPs m diffuse freely in the (extracellular) interstitial fluid without possessing any motility mechanism (molecular diffusion).
In addition to the above motility properties, the cancer cells proliferate towards a preferred density c = 1, and produce MMPs with a constant rate. The MMPs attach to the ECM which they instantly dissolve (at least compared to the invasion time scale of the model), and disassemble to their constituents due to degradation of their chemical potency, see e.g. [35, 34] .
For the needs of this paper we exhibit two numerical experiments in which we use the parameter set
For their numerical treatment we proceed in a similar way as with the Euler system in Section 3.2. That is, we solve the system (23)- (25) using a FV approach, and consider a time discretization {t 0 = 0, t n+1 = t n + ∆t n for n = 0, 1, . . . } with time steps to be defined by numerical stability conditions. We also consider at every time t n a RSM G n = {C 
where the combined diffusion and haptotaxis flux H is approximated by
We employ time steps according to a CFL number of 0.5 and a RSM with l min = 5, l max = 7. We start on G = G 2 5 , and again we perform strong refinement and subsequent weak The L 1 differences of three experimental settings from the uniform l = 7 case. It is shown that the adaptive l = {5, 6, 7} case is an improvement in efficiency and accuracy when compared to the uniform l = 6.
coarsening after each time step in the scheme (27) . Similar to the Euler system experiment we consider the cancer density gradient monitor defined by
and threshold values θ ref = 0.2, θ coars = 0.1. We project the solution between the cells as discussed in Section 2.5.
Moreover, we consider the domain
and the initial condition
In a first experiment, visualized in Figure 6 , we consider the initial condition (29) for a constant v 0 = 1. We see the creation, and the preliminary phase of cancer invasion in the form of waves. These cancer waves emanate from the bulk of the tumour, and invade the ECM. They are followed by a smooth part of the solution with lower cell density. Possible reconstruction of the ECM (not included in the current model) would lead to a secondary wave of cancer cells invading the ECM in a similar way. We see that the mesh is nicely refined in the area of the first cancer wave, as well as at the front of the main body of the tumour. We also note that despite the first order of accuracy of the numerical method, there is still a gain in accuracy and efficiency, by using AMR methods. This is exhibited in Table 2 , where the L 1 differences from the uniform case of level l = 7 show that the adaptive case l = 5, 6, 7 outperforms the uniform l = 6 case in efficiency and accuracy at the fixed time instance t = 2.5. The L 1 differences have been computed using the projection to lower levels described in Section 2.5.
In the second experiment, shown in Figure 7 , we consider the effect of a non-uniform ECM in the invasion of the cancer cells. The initial condition for v 0 in (29) has a spatial dependence shown in the left frame of Figure 7 . We see that, despite the simple structure of the model, the dynamics of the solution are quite complex. As in the previous experiment, a propagating wave is formed. This time though, due to the non-uniformity of the ECM, the cancer cells concentrate in isolated "islands" as they move through the matrix. We can again see the separation of these invading "islands" from the main body of the tumour; a behaviour that is consistent with the biomedical understanding of tumour spread. The meshes also follow the dynamics of the solution and resolve the areas where the invasion takes place, as well as at the front of the main body of the tumour. The different refinement and coarsening thresholds θ ref , θ coars that we have employed cause a "memory effect" in the meshes and maintain a higher resolution in previous location of the cancer island. In these areas the reconstruction of the ECM (not included in the current model) mostly takes place and a higher resolution is useful; another benefit of the AMR method that we employ.
Conclusions
The current work is a part of our wider investigation of the cancer invasion models. The special nature of these problems, in particular the highly dynamic behavior of the solutions, necessitate the development of particular numerical methods and techniques. These methods can become quite expensive, especially in the multi dimensional cases; hence AMR are sought as a computational alternative. The application though of AMR methods in these problems, gives rise to a series of difficulties that we have resolved by the development of own problem specific methods.
In this spirit, we have presented here a newly developed mesh structure data administration technique used as machinery for our AMR (h-refinement) methods. When compared to existing methods in the literature, it exhibits similarities to the pointer-based mesh data structure techniques, but exploits the particular (conformal) rectangular structure of the mesh and its refinement by bisection.
It is an easy to use technique that avoids the traversing of the connectivity graph for the ancestry, and due to the structure of the mesh, it simplifies greatly the identification of neighboring cells. It can be easily implemented and applied in a wide range of problems. It deals in a uniform way with conformal rectangular discretizations in 1-, 2-, and 3D spaces. It is particularly designed for smooth meshes, and uses their smoothness dynamically in the matrix operations.
It has a memory footprint that makes it affordable for a wide range of mesh resolutions over a large class of academic investigations in 1-, 2-and 3D. Additionally, our technique allows for adaptive minimum and maximum refinement levels as well as for a free choice of monitor functions and threshold parameters. Although these properties were not investigated in the current paper, they are still potentially useful in cases where the solutions exhibit multiple dynamical phenomena or a blow-up.
We have presented the components of the mesh administration technique in detail and its connection to the physical discretization of the domain. We have discussed the operations for traversing the mesh, for the identification of the sibling and neighbor cells, as well as for the local refinement and coarsening of the mesh.
We have endowed this technique with an AMR method and presented its capabilities and its flexibility in three particular applications. The first, in Section 3.1, is a generic experiment in the absence of physical or biological laws where the mesh refinement is dictated by synthetic monitor functions controlled by us. The second, in Section 3.2, is a physical application of the technique and the AMR in a classical case of an Euler explosion. The discussion of particular numerical solvers is beyond the scope of this paper, so we have used a simple vector splitting scheme.
The third application, in Section 3.3, is a biological problem; a 2D cancer growth and invasion of the ECM model. This model (like other cancer invasion models) exhibits highly dynamic solutions that constitute a challenge for typical numerical methods. Even for the low order of accuracy of the numerical method that we have used we have see a gain in efficiency and accuracy obtained by the AMR technique.
Future steps along this direction, will mostly focus on the development of a higher order numerical solver to be used in the AMR method as well as with adaptation of refinement parameters to the development of the numerical solution. These topics though necessitate extensive experimentation and they are postponed to a subsequent paper of ours.
